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IMPROVE THE EXPERIENCE AND VALUE OF HEALTHCARE 
THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION



HTL Overview

SOLUTION 
IDENTIFICATION

Matching prioritized 
pain points with 

existing solutions 
in the market

COLLABORATIVE 
INNOVATION

Fostering an internal innovation community 
to identify and solve key pain points

CREATE,TEST 
& DEPLOY

Testing, deploying,
and guiding adoption 
MGH-built solutions 

Guided by Strategic Priority Areas 
Returning Joy to Clinical Practice
Improving the Patient Experience
Capacity Management & Access



Project Snapshot

SOLUTION 
IDENTIFICATION

COLLABORATIVE 
INNOVATION

CREATE,TEST 
& DEPLOY

Guided by Strategic Priority Areas 
Returning Joy to Practice

Patient Experience
Capacity Management & Access



Problem: Physicians and teams are busier than ever, making it harder to connect with patients. 
Need: Quick, reliable way to learn about patients as people, and what matters to them. 
Goal: Increase efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction for both patients and providers.

Solution: Collect information in advance from patient entries and produce dashboards so 
providers can quickly learn about each patient as a person and understand his or her goals of care 
before entering the exam room  Facilitates personal connections and improves encounters. 

PatientWisdom



PatientWisdom: Sample page of summary



Results & Outcomes

OF PATIENTS FELT 
COMMUNICATION IMPROVED

93%

Findings based on Patient Wisdom usage reports, EPIC 
Cadence reports comparing no-show data from the 3 months 
proceeding the pilot to the 3 months during the pilot. Financial 
benefits on reduced staff time, increased patient engagement, 
and increased new patient visits have not yet been quantified.

Findings based on Patient Wisdom usage report

OF PROVIDERS FELT 
COMMUNICATION IMPROVED

92%
11%

REDUCTION IN NEW PATIENT NO SHOWS 
& SAME-DAY CANCELATIONS  

MGH Results: 

2800+
TOTAL PATIENT 

ACCOUNTS

67
PROVIDERS USING 
PATIENT WISDOM

Froedtert Outcomes: 

433
TOTAL SESSIONS

15
AVG. MINUTES PER SESSION

193
NEW PATIENTS ENROLLED 

116 (60%)
COMPLETED PROGRAM 



Medumo: 
Actionable Instructions via SMS or Email



Medumo: 
Actionable Instructions via SMS or Email

Video: Importance of prep

Reminder: Diet starts tomorrow

Reminder: Low fiber diet starts

Video: Liquid diet and prep tips

Question: How well is the prep going?

Reminder: Details on how to get to clinic 
and what to expect

Video: Monitoring complications

Survey: How satisfied are you with your 
care?

T-7 days

T-4 days

T-2 days

T-1 day

Procedure

Day after

No app download for patients  
No workflow changes for providers



Results & Outcomes
Medumo GI Pilots

4300+
GI patients enrolled

2600+ 
Completed program

Preliminary ROI  estimate based on internal study; findings 
show a late cancel or no show for colonoscopy costs the 
hospital $950. Medumo’s financial benefits on reduced staff 
time, increased prep quality, and increased Patient Gateway 
use has not yet been quantified.

Current patient populations (colonoscopies only):
At BWH: N=4119, patients of all physicians excluding surgeons
At MGH: N=215, English speaking, patients of 6 physicians, 
exclude multiple procedures, exclude paired cases, CRP 
location only

25% 30%
R E D U C T I O N  I N  N O  S H O W S  &  

SA M E - DAY  C A N C E L AT I O N S

$372,000$315,000
A N N UA L  SAV I N G S

15 X12 X
R E T U R N  O N  I N V EST M E N T

Individual Hospital Results: Combined Outcomes: 

REDUCTION IN 
POOR PREP QUALITY

67%

9.1/10
PATIENT SATISFACTION 

WITH CARE

9.6/10
PATIENT SATISFACTION 
WITH PREP PROGRAM

UNSUBSCRIBED
1% 49%

SURVEY COMPLETION
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Hermes



Mojo: Overview

2,000
Current MGH 

physician users

Mojo is an easy-to-use mobile app that gives providers rapid, secure access
to patient data and communication on their iPhone or iPad.



Mojo Overview



Mojo Apps

Schedule
• On-the-go view of outpatient 

provider schedule
• Quickly see when patients have 

arrived
• Drill down on patient data before 

entering exam room

Schedule

Rolodex
• Up to date list of a provider’s 

personal patient panel
• Quickly find patients, even with 

common names

Rolodex



Mojo Apps

Page
• Access the staff directory to page other 

providers
• Send detailed pages right from phone
• Receive your own pages directly 

through the app (toss the beeper)

PageRounds
• Working list for inpatient providers
• Patient data can be reviewed without 

logging on to desktops
• Patients can be checked off once seen
• Sign-out summary and task list for 

handoffs or cross-coverage

Rounds



When I was at Fenway Park

Smith, Robert   1234567   01/02/1960

BEEP, BEEP, 
BEEP, BEEP 



When I was at Fenway Park

Smith, Robert   1234567   01/02/1960



Mojo Apps

Ping (one way communication)
• User-defined notifications to provide 

just-in-time updates on test results
• Timely delivery of actionable items 

improves patient care while reducing 
physician burden

PingBuzz (two way communication)
• Real-time, secure, HIPAA-compliant 

messaging and photo/media sharing
• Web-based messaging interface for 

support staff at desktop computers

Buzz



Hermes
Project management for patient 

pathways



The problem: Managing and Reviewing the 
Liver Transplant Wait List
It is critical that transplant centers know up-to-date information of waitlisted patients to 
facilitate both timely and effective transplants. 
Managing many complex patients on the waitlist is challenging:

 Difficult to keep information up-to-date and to search for pertinent information
 Current solution is disorganized EMR and/or static file on a shared drive
 Massive administrative burden and resource drain



Introducing Hermes

 Provides 24/7 access to mission-
critical information tailored to the 
transplant team’s needs: 
 Integration with EMR eliminates 

double-entry and provides real-time 
information

 Customizable search filters provide 
information in a digestible format

 Mobile access to transplant list, 
pertinent clinical data, and radiology

↓UNOS score ↓Blood type
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1846



Many of the best 
digital health solutions

start with ideas from 
front line clinicians.



What is it? An open innovation contest designed 
in collaboration with Harvard Business School
What is the goal? Engagement, culture change, a 

pathway to efficiently solve problems
• EASE OF PARTICIPATION - This contest makes it easy 

for front-line staff to engage in innovation and creative 
problem solving 

• IDEAS OVER TITLES - Anonymous online submission 
and crowd-voting level the playing field and highlight 
that transformative ideas really can come from anyone  

What’s at stake? Winners receive funding, project 
management & senior leadership support to 
implement their ideas



How It Works

ROUND 1 
IDEATION

Members of the 
department are 

invited to submit 
pain points and 
solutions to real 
challenges they 

face in their 
workday. 

ROUND 2 
CROWD VOTING
Submissions are 

posted 
anonymously to a 

secure online 
platform, and the 

department is 
invited to vote 

anonymously on 
the ideas they 

would like to see 
implemented.

ROUND 4 
AWARDS

Winners are 
announced at 

an awards 
ceremony.  All 

winners receive 
project funding, 

project 
management, 
and leadership 

support.  

ROUND 3 
APPLICATION

Those who 
submitted 

top-voted ideas 
are invited to 

submit full 
applications 

that are judged 
by senior 

leadership and 
subject-matter 

experts.



EDC Platform
Internally built and easily customizable platform 

allows contest to be run across multiple departments. 

ANONYMOUS POSTING to allow 
users to submit ideas without fear 

of judgment or rejection 

Dashboards for ADMIN VIEW to 
understand current state of contest 



Participating Departments 

2015 2016 2017

2018



Thank you.
Questions?

hctransformationlab@partners.org
@mgh_htl
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